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A beginner's guide to ancient earth mysteries. Is humanity the first creation of intelligent beings? Do

similar human-type species exist throughout the cosmos? If so, have those species mastered

technologies only to self-destruct in an unfortunate series of events? The Universe is unbelievably

enormous, this is undisputed. It's extremely selfish to think we are the only existing intelligent life.

Science and religion are on the verge of discovering the truth. Super ancient societies and their

archaeological evidence uncovered to this day is a vault of stored information waiting to be

unlocked. All we need to do is find the key. Help us uncover the truth by learning about Ancient

Earth Mysteries.
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I have read or seen most of this information on television but it was well presented and I enjoyed

reading it again. I would recommend it to anyone interested in ancient mysteries.

Worth reading this book. Its full of facts. Almost like a short list of paranormal facts of the world with

little descriptions.



Well done book. It gave information on certain mysteries, which was presented in a way the reader

could follow easily.

This book is nothing more than a rehash of other books written about the same "mysteries". If you

already have a library full of these books, you'll gain nothing by purchasing this book. If, however,

you are new to this genre, this is an okay book for reading about these subjects. Then you can

purchase books that treat them in-depth and with more scientific method.

These one and two star people seem to have missed the point of this book. Read the epilogue.

Whether or not you agree with the author, its interesting to imagine we are a cell in a larger

universe. Could be, a person who describes this book as shallow has a shallow mind. That may

sound mean but there is enough information in these pages with reference to sources if you were

interested in more information on any given subject you could easily look it up on line or in a library.

This is a good short read. There are a few typos but get past it, its worth it and definately not

shallow (underline the not).

Although I had known about all of the topics mentioned here, those who haven't would find this an

amazing collection all in one place. It provides just enough information to make one curious to

investigate further. It is a list to start such a quest but if you have read books on the subjects

already, you can skip this one.

One of the best reads I've found for kindle. Many mysterys and great findings. Which there were

more, because this book brings you different topics rather then just one or two subjects.

Wow there are so many secrets in history! I'm kinda new to ancient aliens and found this book super

helpful to learning more about them. There are so many subjects to cover it almost seems

overwhelming.
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